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Abstract
This document represents the report from a project carried out at Starke Energy and reflects
the accomplishments and insights derived from it. The main objective is to evaluate the
capacity degradation of lithium-ion batteries working on primary frequency response duties in
order to assess their economic and environmental viability.
The literature review shows that such indicators are lacking, and they are key for evaluating
the feasibility of a disruptive technology, as are stationary lithium-ion batteries, in emerging
markets flexibility markets, as are the Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR) markets that
are opening for aggregated participation of decentralized energy assets.
For that matter, a an adaptative tool is built to assess the amount of equivalent cycles (that is,
the cycles corresponding to the conditions detailed in the manufacturer datasheet) spent for
every day that any lithium-ion battery operates in the FCR markets. The result is that lithiumion batteries spend 2 equivalent cycles for every day of FCR operation, which would allow
these assets to provide primary frequency response for at least 8 years.
The economic implications of such result confirms the viability of lithium-ion battery
participation on FCR markets given the right conditions (low battery price and high flexibility
price), while highlighting the strong positive environmental impact of the penetration of
batteries in primary frequency response services, displacing fossil fuels out of the energy mix
and saving almost 1 ton of CO2 equivalent emissions for every hour that a Megawatt of
batteries participate in the FCR market.
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1. Introduction
This section explains the motivation behind the work done during this Master Thesis,
highlighting the objectives and methodology carried out. It also includes the Literature Review
of previous developments on the topic.

1.1. Motivation
The energy system is going through a once in a century transition; it will be sustainable, based
on small scale decentral generation, and digital. However, local energy system imbalances
form the weakest link in the sustainable energy transition.
Electrification of cooking, heating/cooling and electric vehicles increases demand, mostly in
the evening, and creates peak loads that are 3 times higher. Renewables such as rooftop PV
could deliver 30% of local need but are intermittent, producing mostly during the day. Only 3060% is consumed on site by the owner. The remainder is sold back to the grid. This increased
imbalance in the energy system is inefficient for the building owner and requires capital-heavy
grid enhancements costing altogether €250-350 per household per year. (1) Preparing
Europe’s energy grids for the energy transition requires doubling the system’s capacity, which
literally means digging up and replacing cables in every street in Europe. Beyond the
investment, estimated in the hundreds of billions of Euro, the CO2 impact of these operations
is uncountable.
Local energy buffers – batteries – can provide a better solution. However, batteries for use in
buildings are still costly and inefficient. A 100kW system requires an investment of nearly
€75.000, with a payback of 15 years or more as storage is idle 75% of the time. EU-driven
energy market deregulation creates new opportunities. National energy markets will be
accessible to small scale traders. This allows accessing new value streams including flexibility
markets previously only open to industrial actors. In practice, daily use of batteries can increase
from 1 cycle to 2-3 cycles. Smart management to stack revenues of energy services across
markets can bring the payback to 8 years and create a positive business case for storage.
For that matter, heavy use of battery assets also requires “health management “, ensuring that
batteries remain their storage quality as long as possible. Meaning it is necessary to
understand how batteries behave, in terms of degradation and performance, for making their
participation in such markets feasible.
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1.2. Objectives
The objective of this work is ultimately to assess the viability of lithium-ion batteries performing
primary frequency response (or frequency containment reserve, FCR) duties. This can be
broken down into:
•

Technical feasibility of the participation of lithium-ion batteries in FCR market.
Section 2.

•

Evaluation of the degradation of lithium-ion batteries providing FCR services.
Section 3.

•

Environmental assessment of the participation of lithium-ion batteries in the FCR
markets. Section 4.

•

Economic viability of lithium-ion batteries performing FCR services. Section 5.

This project is made in collaboration with the company Starke Energy, which offers energy
storage as a service.

1.3. Methodology
The methodology followed for this work is based on accomplishing the mentioned Objectives
in the order they are presented.
Therefore, a first step consists on the evaluation of previous work in the topic of battery
degradation and modelling. This is extended with the Background, which aims to give a
broader overview of the topic beyond academic scope.
Then, a model for evaluating the degradation of batteries is built on Matlab Simulink. A battery
is simulated to be working under primary frequency response regime, with real frequency data,
and the working conditions of the battery allow to estimate its degradation and dynamics.
Once the degradation of the battery is known, an economic analysis can be made in terms of
cost-benefit, where the cost is represented by the battery degradation and the benefit is the
revenue derived from the participation of such battery in the FCR market.
Finally, an environmental analysis is performed in terms of CO2 emissions, taking into account
a scenario where the needs for primary frequency response are substituted from fossil-fuel
power plants to lithium-ion batteries.
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1.4. Literature review
In this section, a review of previous literature on the topic of this work is performed.

1.4.1.

Modelling of lithium-ion batteries

Lithium-ion batteries can be modelled with a circuit equivalent based on RC branches. The
Linden’s Handbook of Batteries (2) shows several methodologies of a complex mathematical
nature, although it claims that RC models can achieve similar results in terms of accuracy. Hu
et al. (3) compare the performance of several models of different nature, (including zero-state
hysteresis, Enhanced Self-Correcting, first-order RC, second-order RC and third order RC)
and conclude that generally RC are more accurate and computationally efficient. A more
recent comparison by Hartmut Hinz (4) evaluates simplicity and accuracy of several electricals
models: Thevenin-based (with 1RC and 2RC networks), Rint, Runtime-based, Impedancebased and Shepherd’s. It concludes that they are all suitable for the simulation-based
development of power supply networks, smart grids, and distributed power generation, and
neglects temperature effects as well as Peukert effect. More complex models of chemical
nature are shown in the thesis of H. J. Bergveld (5), with accurate depictions that represent all
chemical components and the internal behaviours, although in terms of electrical analysis it
does not improve the accuracy of the results. Low Wen Yao et al. (6) propose a method to
include nonlinear capacity effects in second-order RC battery model, which improves accuracy
without increasing complexity and computational cost. The same authors also successfully
implement the model in Matlab/Simulink. (7) Thermal models also have been developed by
several authors, (8) (9) (10) although they are not considered relevant for implementation in
the electrical applications beyond their effects on the parameters of the RC equivalent circuit.
(11)

1.4.2.

State of Charge (SoC) estimation.

The SoC of a battery represents what share of its capacity it is storing at a given moment of
time. It is therefore not easy to measure with physical measurements, and at the same time it
is a critical parameter that battery technology, specially the Battery Management Systems
(BMS) must take into account computationally efficient methods to estimate the SoC. In that
direction, Zheng et al. (12) performs analysis of various methods concluding that the one with
best trade-off between accuracy and computational complexity are the ones that work with
Equivalent Circuit Models (ECM) or Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) based estimations. Bao et al.
(13) show several applications of the estimation of SoC for parametrization of the batteries
using Extended Kalman Filters (EKF), and Ramadan et al. (14) perform a comparative analysis
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of several EKF-based applications. In a series of publications, Plett (15) (16) (17) shows a
methodology to use EKF to estimate SoC as well as battery parameters in a computationally
efficient way. In general, while performing a simulation based on an equivalent-circuit model
such as second-order RC, the easiest way to track the SoC through coulomb counting method.
(18) (19)

1.4.3.

Lithium-ion battery cycle counting.

The degradation of a battery depends mainly on the operational conditions it experiences, and
for that matter it is important to define the boundaries for such operational conditions. Normally,
such analysis is done based on the charge-discharge cycles of a battery, which under certain
applications follow simple patterns and are easy to estimate, but in other applications such as
Electric Vehicles of or primary frequency response, the patters of charge-discharge are
complex and cycles are hard to quantify by simple methods. To solve that, the rainflow
counting algorithm can be used as shown by Shi et al. (20). When used for battery life
assessment, the Rainflow cycle counting algorithm takes a time series of battery’s state of
charge (SoC) as the input and identifies the depth of all cycles contained in such time series.
The method is used in a variety of other applications for fatigue analysis, (21) and its use fits
battery cycle counting even in real-time. (22) The outcome gives, besides the number of
cycles, the average SoC and the Depth of Discharge (DoD). (23)

1.4.4.

State of Health (SoH) estimation.

The SoH of a battery represents its ability to store and deliver electrical energy, compared to
a new battery. As explained by Lluc Canals et al. (24), the degradation happens based on the
operational conditions during battery cycling (in terms of C-rate, temperature, SoC and DoD)
as well as based on calendar degradation. Furthermore, same authors (25) also show a
method of comparing a given battery cycle with a cycle under standard conditions, showing a
relational proportionality between both. Shyh-Chin Huang et al. (26) show how to address the
specific problem in combination with the SoC estimation, for in-situ deployment.

Figure 1: Effect of the aging factors in relation to the baseline cycle. Source: (27)
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2. Background
This section aims to contextualize the state-of-the-art of the energy sector and the future trends
observed in both technology and policy, with focus on the power grid and the impact of lithiumion batteries on such grid.

2.1. Energy transition in the power grid
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions are one of the main concerns of society nowadays as they
are likely to severely affect the climate around the globe (28), specially CO2 with all-time high
atmospheric concentrations (29) and global emissions not peaked yet. (30) The energy sector
is the main contributor of such emissions, with 31% corresponding to electricity & heat and
15% corresponding to transportation. (31) Such reality is bringing policy makers towards
decarbonization, with ambitious plans steamed from the COP21 Paris Agreement (32) such
as the Clean Energy for all Europeans Package of the European Union, which focuses in
promoting the transformation of the power sector towards renewable and decentralized
generation, and the incorporation of Electric Vehicles (EVs) as the transportation mode. (33)
Beyond the urge to cut GHG emissions, these changes are also driven by the excellent
economic performance renewable energies are already showing, specially wind and solar
power. This is transforming the landscape of the power sector as individuals and companies
move towards these technologies to supply their energy needs, going from mere
consumptions points to active elements within the electric grid; they are becoming prosumers.
Moreover, the expected drop in the price of EVs that will also make such cars more attractive
to buyers. (34)
However, the transition towards a low-emission energy sector poses serious challenges, as
renewable energies are intermittent energy sources and cause fluctuations in the grid stability
when the generation doesn’t match the demand in real time. (35) Moreover, the conversion of
cars towards EVs will increase the peak load and consumption patterns thus resulting in grid
congestion issues for Distribution System Operators (DSOs) and Transmission System
Operators (TSOs) if the vehicles do not actively interact with the grid and are charged smartly.
(36)
These challenges are being solved thanks to emerging technologies and changes in the
regulation of the power sector. Energy storage is one of the key components to allow the
penetration of renewables by solving the intermittency issue, while also helping with managing
the congestion in the grid during peak demand. However, such storage systems are often
decentralized systems that must be operated in a smart way or they could even be
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counterproductive for the energy transition. For that matter, the Internet of Things (IoT)
represents a fitting solution to coordinate assets individually in order to achieve the expected
security in the power grid, especially when it is combined with Artificial Intelligence (AI) to make
predictions of the energy flows and generation potential. With such technologies available it is
possible to micromanage energy assets, and new stakeholders are emerging in the energy
sector such as energy communities and aggregators.
European regulation points in such direction, with new legislation sprouting across the different
countries recognising the role of these new stakeholders and technologies. In cases such as
the Netherlands it has been possible for several years, while countries like Spain are still
passing the new legislation.

2.2. Use cases of stationary energy storage in the power grid.
The main feature of energy storage is to take energy produced at one point in time and
consume such energy at a later point in time, which is especially interesting in the electric
power grid because it solves one of the main constraints of electricity: generation and
consumption must be equal (in balance) at all times, otherwise there is a blackout. Most of the
use cases for energy storage revolve around such feature, as well as we possibility for using
energy even if there is a failure in the grid. An overview of the requirements for each application
of energy storage is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Applications of energy storage and corresponding requirements. Source: (37)
Category

Application

Power
and Response
durability
time

Cycles/year

requirements
Seasonal
storage
Large-scale
Integration
balancing of the renewable
electric system
generation

<500 MW
Minutes

5 – 100

Minutes

300 - 500

Minutes

5 - 100

2 – 10 hours
of 10 – 500 MW
2 – 10 hours
10 – 500 MW

Peak-shaving
2 – 10 hours
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Decrease
of 10 – 200 MW
congestions and
1 – 10 hours
grid upgrades

Support
Transport and
Distribution
Security
of 10 – 200 MW
infrastructures
supply
during
1 – 10 hours
contingencies

Seconds

300 - 500

Seconds

200 - 400

Seconds

200 - 400

Milliseconds

200 - 400

Seconds

10 - 20

Milliseconds

1000 - 5000

Seconds

300 - 500

Seconds

300 - 500

Milliseconds

1000 - 5000

0.5 – 2 hours

Primary
frequency

1 – 100 MW

response

< 30 minutes

Ancillary
services for the Inertial response
operation
of
Transport and
Distribution
Black-start
systems.

1 – 100MW
1 – 30 seconds
5 – 50 MW
< 1 hora

ramps 1 – 10 MW
voltage
< 1 minute

Integration

of

electric vehicles

End-user
services

300 - 500

1 – 100 MW

Spinning
reserves

Power
and
control

Seconds

< 10 MW
< 10 hours

Self< 10 MW
consumption &
bill management < 10 hours
< 1 MW
Power quality
< 1 minute
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Each of these applications is described as follows:
•

Seasonal storage and integration of renewable energies.
Excess photovoltaic generation during the summer period (or excess wind generation
during the winter) is stored for use during seasons with less renewable resources.
Smaller periods of time (weekly or monthly) are included based on usable
meteorological differences, and even within the same day you can take advantage of
the midday sun in the afternoon. This type of use maximizes the penetration of
renewable energies in the electrical system, increasing their competitiveness.

•

Peak Shaving.
Storage of excess renewable energy during off-peak hours, with low energy demand,
to be used during peak hours, hours of high energy demand. In this sense, the
application of storage is also contemplated not only to large renewable plants, but also
to small renewable generation facilities. This application is of interest from the point of
view of distribution and transmission network managers, since it avoids having to adapt
their systems to consumption peaks. The disparity in demand throughout the day, as
well as the appearance of consumption peaks for short periods of time, mean having
to adapt the capacity of the facilities to power levels that are only used for a few hours
a year.

•

Decrease of congestions and grid upgrade deferrals.
By providing this service, investments to expand the capacities of the power
transmission and distribution infrastructures can be postponed in time, and even
avoided. That means it is possible to cover the growing demand in a certain location
without expanding a supply substation or a power line, by including battery systems
behind said element that are charged when there is no overload and are discharged in
times of congestion.

•

Security of supply during contingencies.
The application of energy storage is indicated in this category as a tool to ensure the
supply of energy against technical contingencies. That is, given a failure in a substation
or line, the consumptions that said element supplies can continue to function thanks to
the stored energy.

•

Spinning reserve
From the point of view of the generators, the spinning reserve is a problem for various
reasons, among which is the fact that it forces the generators to work at non-optimal
or non-nominal operating points. The use of storage allows the generators to operate
at full power, and, in the event of having to face a change in their power output, it is the
storage that supplies it. In this way, the storage systems and their associated
converters can take over the rolling reserve, allowing conventional machines to work
at their nominal or maximum powers.
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•

Primary frequency response and inertial response.
The primary reserve (duration: seconds-minutes) is intended to be the additional
capacity of the network that can be activated automatically and locally by any generator
after a maximum of a few seconds of an imbalance between the demand and supply
of electricity in the network . The objective of the primary reserve is to balance the
powers consumed and generated in the system so that the frequency of the is
stabilized. Traditionally, this reserve arises from the automatic adjustments of the
active power output of the synchronous generating units, due to the physical stabilizing
effect of all the connected rotating machines, due to their inertia, they are not
considered primary reserve. However, the function can be taken by storage systems
that coordinate act in the same way, simulating a synthetic inertia.

•

Black start
By combining an electronic converter in VSC configuration with a battery, a threephase voltage system can be produced. If the auxiliary elements of the system
(voltage, current and power meters; the control systems; and the cooling system) can
be supplied by means of the battery, in addition to the DC side of the converter, then
the operation can be started. of the converter even when there are no other generating
machines that supply a three-phase voltage system. The synthesized voltages on the
AC side of the converter will be able to supply loads and even the auxiliary systems of
other conventional generators. In this way, an isolated system, or even a conventional
power system, could be started from a storage system after a blackout occurs with loss
of synchronism and the entire generator park falls.

•

Power ramps and voltage control.
Storage systems can play a relevant role in voltage control by using the control
capacities that connection converters have to inject or absorb the reactive power
required at all times, especially in distribution networks with a strong presence of
distributed generation. . Particularly advantageous is the case in which the storage is
distributed throughout the network, associated with distributed generation facilities or
near high consumption areas, since it would mean that the storage devices are close
to the points that require a greater contribution of reactive power.

•

Integration of electric vehicles.
The ability to store energy in low-price hours, to later reduce consumption in peak
hours, allows consumers to drastically reduce the costs of electrical energy, both in
terms of the cost of the energy consumed, and the cost of a lower contracted power.
This is particularly useful for users who need to charge the electric vehicle outside of
these off-peak hours.

•

Self-consumption and bill management
The quality of the supply in terms of its continuity, normally measured in total
interruption time and number of interruptions per year, improves significantly by having
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storage resources, avoiding interruptions of a limited duration by the storage capacity.
In this sense, the availability of electrical energy storage resources, combined with
emergency generation systems, even allows operation on an island, isolated from the
electrical system for the time necessary for the replacement of the electrical system in
the event of an incident.
•

Power quality
Changes in the magnitude and shape of the supplied voltage and current waves affect
both the useful life of consumer equipment and the continuity of the supply itself. In this
sense, the presence of storage resources allows the consumer to "shield" from the
presence of harmonics, flickers, transients, voltage sags and even an inadequate
power factor, guaranteeing a continuous supply of quality in terms of the wave.
supplied voltage.

A further analysis can be done by evaluating the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE), eavluating
the evolution of the feasibility of different energy storage technologies for each of the
applications in the power grid, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Evolution of the most likely energy storage technology to have the
minimum levelized cost of energy over time. Source: (38)
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The graphical representation of some of these services based on cycles needed and duration
of such cycles creates a heat map that shows the most feasible storage technology for each
application, in terms of LCOE as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Heat maps showing the evolution of the most feasible technologies for
each application. Source: (38)
The dominance of lithium-ion batteries across most applications is clear for the short future,
with only flywheels and hydrogen being the better option when high cyclability or high cycle
duration are needed.

2.2.1.

Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR) markets.

FCR is the regulated market where parties offer primary frequency response services.
“Primary frequency response (PFR) is the first stage of deliberate frequency control in a power
system. It is the response of generating systems and loads to arrest and correct locally
detected changes in frequency by changing their active power output or consumption. PFR is
automatic; it is not driven by a centralised system of control and begins immediately a
frequency change beyond a specified level is detected. PFR is essential for stable operation
of the power system, and therefore for power system security. Accurate knowledge of available
PFR is required for power system modelling and event analysis, and is critical following power
system disturbances, and during power system restoration.” (39)

Figure 4: Effect of primary frequency response on the grid frequency. Source: (40)
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Out of the use cases where lithium-ion batteries are technologically feasible, FCR rises the
most issues when it comes to analysing the economic performance of these batteries. That is
due to the fact that the FCR market is based on power and not energy, trading the availability
to provide primary frequency response, which means that the participating batteries are having
an energy throughput proportional to the frequency deviation from the grid’s standard
frequency. Therefore, given the unpredictable nature of frequency fluctuations with enough
advance (41), it is key to have a broader understanding of the degradation of these batteries
while providing primary frequency response services.

2.3. Lithium-ion batteries
Lithium-ion batteries are energy storage devices that can convert chemical energy into
electrical energy, and vice versa. Their original development happened during the 1970s and
is attributed to John B. Goodenough, M. Stanley Whittingham and Akira Yoshino, for which
they won the 2019 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. (42)
The main characteristics of this technology are high energy density, lack of memory effect and
low self-discharge; they are small, light, and can be used discontinuously. Such features put
lithium-ion batteries as one of the most incipient technologies of the 21st century,
revolutionizing the portable electronics sector in the early 2000s and being again nowadays a
key technology for the energy transition due to its applications in transportation and stationary
purposes. (43)
What is normally referred as a “lithium-ion battery” is the battery pack, which contains the
battery cells that actually store the energy in chemical form, the Battery Management System
(BMS) which controls that battery cells are charged and discharged keeping the same voltage
levels to avoid internal current flows while keeping such voltages between a maximum and
minimum level to avoid dangerous situations, and the packaging which keeps the battery
together and protects it from the environment.
The working principle behind lithium-ion batteries is chemical oxidation-reduction, which
makes the electrons flow. They contain four key components inside a battery cell are:
•

The Anode is the negative electrode in lithium-ion batteries and is paired with the
cathode in a lithium-ion cell. The anode materials in lithium-ion cells act as the host
where they reversibly allow lithium-ion intercalation and deintercalation during
charge/discharge cycles. It is the oxidizing material.

•

The Cathode is the electrode of an electrochemical cell at which reduction occurs. It
is the terminal by which current leaves the cell. It is the reducing material.

•

The Electrolyte of a lithium-ion battery serves as the medium that enables the flow of
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only lithium ions between de cathode and the anode. Materials with high ionic
conductivity are mainly used so that lithium ions move back and forth easily
•

The Separator keeps electrically isolated the anode and the cathode. It must not react
with other cell components, while being porous enough to allow the electrolyte and Li+
ions to pass easily through it. It must be thin so that the Li+ ions can move quickly
between the anode and cathode, so it is normally made of plastic.

The working principle is that when the cell is charging, the cathode is oxidized (loses an
electron) and the anode is reduced (gains an electron). When the cell is discharging, the anode
is oxidized and the cathode is reduced.

Figure 5: Principle of Redox reactions. Source: (44)
2.3.1.

Chemistries of commercial lithium-ion batteries

Within the lithium-ion battery chemistry, there are several sub-chemistries that perform slightly
differently from each other. The most common of these sub-chemistries are: (45)
•

LCO (Li-cobalt)
The battery consists of a cobalt oxide cathode and a graphite carbon anode. It is the
most used historically because it can hold a high voltage (>4,2V) and has 274mAh/g.
However, it is very expensive due to cobalt being involved, and it has low thermal
stability and a fast degradation. This represents the first generation of lithium-ion
batteries, and are almost completely phased-out nowadays.

•

NMC (Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt)
Cathode combination of nickel-manganese-cobalt, graphite anode (can have LTO
anode for enhanced performance). Lower cost and higher energy density, it is being
the main substitute for LCO. They are all-rounded batteries with high energy density,
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and are widely used for EV applications.
•

LFP (Li-iron)
Li-phosphate cathode, graphite anode. Low cost and very safe, but considerable selfdischarge. It also has a low thermal conductivity, leading to a high specific power. The
combination of these characteristics makes them the perfect candidate for stationary
applications.

•

NCA (Li-aluminium)
Lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide battery, graphite anode. Long life, except in case
of high temperature. They are growing their popularity for EV applications, although
they are not widely used yet (except for Tesla branded batteries)

•

LMO (Li-manganese)
Lithium manganese oxide as cathode material and graphite carbon anode (can have
LTO anode for enhanced performance). Low cost and toxicity, but high cycle
degradation. Their practical applications normally involve a chemistry blended with
NMC batteries.

Figure 6: KPIs of the different battery chemistries. Source: own creation from (46)
In general, the choice of the specific chemistry family of Li-ion battery depends of the
application. There is also a general effort in reducing the amount of Cobalt in the composition
of the batteries, since the supply chain of this material is complex, and its scarcity makes it
expensive. (47)
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Figure 7: Specific Capacity of different families of Lithium-ion batteries, depending on
the cut-off potential. Source: (48)
As shown in Figure 7, each chemistry also delivers different voltage difference between their
poles, which also determines the technical specifications of each battery. The characteristics
of each battery sub-chemistry is further detailed in Table 2.

Table 2: Characteristics of the different Lithium-ion chemistries. Source: (49)
Chemestry

LCO

NMC

LFP

NCA

LMO

Nominal
Voltage (V)

3,6

3,7

3,6

3,2

3,6

Specific
energy
(Wh/kg)

150

150

90

200

100

To

To

To

To

To

200

220

120

260

150

500

1000

1000

500

300

1000

2000

2000

Thermal
runaway (ºC)

150

210

270

150

250

Typical
packaging

Cylindric,
prismatic,
pouch

Cylindric,
prismatic,
pouch

Cylindric,
prismatic

Cylindric

Prismatic

Cycle life

700
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Lithium-ion battery market, prices and trends

The global trends in the period 2011-2016 of the large-scale storage sector are shown in Figure
8. The main conclusions from such period were that lead-acid batteries were decreasing their
importance, as well as flywheels, while new lithium-ion installations grew exponentially to 1,4
GW installed in 2016.

Figure 8: Global utility-scale storage additions (does not include pumped hydro).
Source: (50)
After such period, the data can be obtained from the monetary investments as shown in Figure
9.

Figure 9: evolution of investments in stationary battery storage. Source: (51)
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The exponential trend in utility-scale storage was broken in 2017, although the investments
are still on the rise. Assuming proportionality with 2016, the €1.500 million invested in 2018
mean 1,8 GW new installed capacity last year. Europe is the leading market with around 40%
of the total investments in 2018, followed by China and the USA.
Regarding the behind-the-meter battery installations, the exponential trend has continued
since 2012, increasing 60% between 2017 and 2018 and surpassing the investments in the
large scale batteries for the first time. The total investment was around €1.800 million, for a
total of 1,9 GW installed. In this case Korea is the market driver with almost 40% of the
investment share, followed by Europe with a solid 20% of the share. (51)
In total, the global investments of batteries rose by 45% between 2017 and 2018. Average
costs for commissioned grid-scale battery projects declined in 2018 to under 350 €/kWh, with
an average duration of 4 hours. Behind-the-meter projects saw more significant declines to
near 700 €/kWh. For both types, 35-40% of the cost was associated with the battery pack,
suggesting a significant role for other factors (e.g. mounting equipment, cabling, and labour)
in overall costs. Grid and ancillary services are the main application of these deployments. (51)

Figure 10: New battery capacity installed in 2030 for the best and worst case
scenarios. Source: (52)
Figure 10 shows that in the worst case scenario, for stationary batteries the total installed
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capacity in 2030 will be 100 GWh, that is a 909% increase with respect to the current 11 GWh,
while it could reach 420 GWh of new batteries that year in the best case scenario. The share
of behind-the-meter installations and large scale is shown to grow more or less proportionally.
However, Figure 11 shows that the total volume of stationary batteries in 2030 is going to be
221 GWh, which places the scenario closer to the low reference in Figure 10.

Figure 11: evolution of the battery volume Source: (53)
The evolution of the cost can be observed in Figure 12, where for lithium-ion the cost drop
between 2016 and 2030 is going to be around 60%, which means that between 2020 and 2030
the average cost is going to be 20% lower than it is now.
Between 2010 and 2018, battery demand grew by 30% annually and reached a volume of 180
GWh in 2018. In the base case, the market is expected to keep growing, at an estimated 25%
annual rate, to reach a volume of 2.600 GWh in 2030. (53) Figure 11 shows the share of that
total for each application, and therefore, between 2020 and 2030 211 GWh of stationary
batteries will be installed. Assuming an average distribution of the cost drop in the period 20162030, the average cost drop between 2020 and 2030 will be 20% (from Figure 12), therefore
the total market for battery manufacturers in such period is :
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Figure 12: cost evolution for battery types. (52)
!"# = &'(()*+ ,(-.) · 0(-.) ()1'.+-2* · !2+34 &3,3.-+5 6*.()37) · ",,4-.3+-2* 7ℎ3()
· 93++)(5 &27+
43(:) 7.34) = 350

€
· 0,8 · 211.000.000 ?@ℎ · 0,44 · 0,4 = €10.400 G-44-2*
?@ℎ

H)ℎ-*1_G)+)( = 700

€
· 0,8 · 211.000.000 ?@ℎ · 0,56 · 0,4 = €26.400 G-44-2*
?@ℎ

Adding a total of €36.800 million for stationary battery manufacturers, which is their Total
Addressable Market (TAM) between 2020 and 2030.
European market
The economic and industrial potential in Europe within batteries is huge. The EU battery
Industry represents over 40.000 employees. The European battery market size is large itself
and in addition to home market export opportunities must be counted too; many experts believe
stationary markets for Li-ion batteries could exceed those for transportation. (54)
Based on that, and with the proportions of Figure 11 and Figure 9, it is assumed that Europe
could get 1/3 of the global stationary market, that is a TAM of around €13.000 million.
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Spanish market
Spain is going to add 2,5 GW of stationary battery capacity to the grid, and lithium-ion is the
most promising technology to cover that. That will add up 5 GWh of total battery capacity, since
the want the batteries to hold at least two hours at maximum capacity. (55)
That means Spain’s share is 2,3% of the total global demand and 7,1% of the estimated
European market, thus meaning an 850 € million market between 2020 and 2030.

2.3.3.

Value chain of Lithium-ion batteries

The value chain of batteries begins with the extraction of raw materials. Since batteries are
electrochemical devices the minerals needed to grant their internal reaction are sometimes
rare, expensive or dangerous. The most common minerals present in lithium-ion batteries are
nickel, manganese, cobalt, lithium, iron, graphite and copper, depending on the specific battery
chemistry, while flow batteries usually include vanadium, bromine and zinc. All these materials
compose the chemical elements of the battery (anode, cathode, electrolyte and separator),
while other minerals (such as aluminium, gold or plastic) are needed for the packaging and
electronic components (BMS). (56)
Once all the separated chemical components have been manufactured, they are assembled
into battery cells. Due to the high safety and technological requirements, there are few cell
manufacturers and 89% of the production is made in Asia. (57) The biggest ones are LG
Chem, CATL, BYD and Panasonic. (58) Within European borders, the biggest lithium-ion
battery manufacturing plant is Northvolt, which has concentrated billions of euros in
investments. (59) These battery cells have a manufacturing cost of around 175€/kWh, which
is broken down between components as shown in Figure 13. (60)
The battery cell, along with the BMS and the packaging, are manufactured into the battery
pack, which is then sold at an average cost of 325 €/kWh for behind-the-meter purposes in
Europe. The total cost of such installations is about 800 €/kWh, which situates the cost of the
actual battery pack at around 40% of the total installation costs. (52) This means that labour
has a big impact on the final cost, while the EU battery Industry represents over 40,000
employees. (54) It is also noticeable that the cells components represent below 1/3 of the
battery pack costs, which is corroborated by other sources. (61)
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When a lithium-ion battery reaches the end of its life, after 6.000 to 10.000 charge-discharge
cycles, it still holds more than half of its initial
capacity, although that is not enough to fulfil
its purpose anymore. Given that case, such
battery can be brought into a second life
loop which allows it to be repurposed into a
circular economy scheme, thus effectively
delaying the time it goes into recycling
facilities. Such batteries also come at a
reduced cost.
Either way, due to their electrochemical
nature all batteries must be properly
disposed by the end of its useful life and
brought into recycling facilities. In Europe,
such recycling facilities are scarce and not
enough to cope with the expected increase
of battery waste in the coming years. Thus,
big investments into recycling facilities are
needed, which is hard due to the subsidized
nature of such recycling. The second-life

Figure 13: Value chain and costs of lithiumion batteries. Source: own creation from
(68)
BMB = battery management board.
IBIS = Integrated Battery Interface System.

battery loop specially benefits this factor,
which grants the industry more time to
gather funds and develop recycling
technologies. Figure 14 shows the recycling
capacity of European facilities.

Figure 14: Recycling capacity in Europe. Source: (62)
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Degradation mechanisms in lithium-ion batteries

Lithium-ion batteries unavoidably degrade with use and the pass of time. This degradation
happens in terms of capacity fade, meaning that the battery can store less energy than when
it was first assembled, as well as in power, meaning that the internal resistance of the battery
increases. The degradation of a battery is quantified with the indicator “state-of-health” which
is often summarized from physical measurements.
The reasons why battery cells degrade are side reactions that lead to a reduction of lithiumions (called Loss of Lithium Inventory, LLI) and structural degradation of the internal chemistry
that decomposes the cathode or the anode (called Loss of Active Material, LAM). Some
electrochemical and physical mechanisms that lead to LLI and/or LAM (63) are presented:
•

Negative electrode:
o At the surface of the electrode particles:
§ Solid Electrolyte Interface (SEI): the electrolyte reacts with the anode,
creating a layer called SEI film around it from the first time it is charged.
It is an inherent process in lithium-ion batteries, and despite generating
a LLI, the layer remains covering the anode, thus it also protects it
although generates some resistance for the lithium-ions to go through.
•

Elevated temperatures contribute to breaking the SEI layer,
thus exposing the anode to the electrolyte which reacts again
regrowing the SEI, thus resulting in more LLI and therefore in
capacity loss.

•

Moisture traces from manufacturing of the anode are
impossible to remove completely, which forms acid when
reacting with the electrolyte. This acid can also break the SEI,
which has to regrow thus resulting in more LLI and therefore in
capacity loss.

•

Anode poisoning happens when products of the positive
electrode degradation enter the SEI, which increases the
resistance and blocks pores preventing lithium from cycling,
with a corresponding power fade.

•

o

At low temperatures, lithium flow slows down and can result in

formation of lithium metal called lithium planting. It causes
capacity loss.
Within the bulk or composite electrode:
§ Volume changes due to acquisition/loss of lithium during charge and
discharge process. These changes in volume can crack the anode
material, which breaks the contact between the electrode particles and
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§

§

exposes more surface to SEI formation, with the corresponding LLI and
capacity loss.
When cracks appear, there can also be a phenomenon called graphite
exfoliation, where the solvent co-intercalates with the lithium inside the
anode material, which in turn generates more cracks with the
corresponding capacity loss.
Corrosion can happen when cells are discharged to very low voltages,
making the current collector to electrochemically react with the
electrolyte. This releases positively charged copper particles, that
deposit on the electrolyte increasing the internal resistance resulting in
power fade.

•

Positive electrode:
o At the surface of the electrode particles:
§ Dissolution of metals into the electrolyte can happen at high or low
charge levels, which results in a LAM that reduces the capacity of the
cathode and provoke the anode poisoning.
o Within the bulk or composite electrode:
§ Phase transitions are distortions in the shape of the crystal structure
of the cathode and are normally reversible, although when the cell is
overcharged the structure can break leading to structural disordering
and results in a rapid capacity loss.
§ Binder decomposition can happen with corrosion that is caused by
extreme charge levels, resulting in power fade due to the release of
positive charge aluminium particles.

The above-mentioned degradation mechanisms are dependent on the working conditions of
the battery, which basically depend on 4 operational variables: Temperature, Depth of
Discharge (DoD), State of Charge (SoC) and C-rate (or current, in Amperes). Besides, lithiumion batteries have a certain degree of calendar degradation, which happens regardless of the
battery operation; (27) calendar degradation is not taken into account for this work, as it
happens at a similar pace whether the battery is used or not.
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3. Battery Model
In order to achieve the Objectives of this project, a model that accurately represents the
behaviour and dynamics of batteries during primary frequency response duties is necessary.
For that matter, a second-order RC model is chosen, given the high accuracy that those
models have been found to achieve during the Literature review. MATLAB Simulink is chosen
as the simulation tool, including the Simscape tool.

3.1. The MATLAB Simulink model
The core of the simulation of the lithium-ion battery is the second-order RC equivalent circuit,
that represents the battery behaviour accurately. Such model consists on a resistance that
represents the internal resistance of the battery in series two branches that contain a
resistance and a capacitor in parallel each. The voltage source is the Open Circuit Voltage
(OCV) of the battery, which can be measured when the battery is idle and varies as a function
of the SoC. The other parameters of the battery equivalent circuit (R0, R1, R2, C1, C2) also
vary with SoC, and they are defined by lookup tables as explained in Section 3.2. The “load”
is represented by a current source that represents the needs of the grid, with a
charge/discharge current proportional to the deviation of the grid frequency from 50Hz.

Figure 15: Lithium-ion battery RC equivalent circuit implemented in Simulink
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Figure 16: Blocs within the Simulink model
3.1.1.

Temperature effect.

Given that the biggest impact of temperature in a battery is on its capacity and internal
resistance, regarding the equivalent circuit only the latter is relevant. Inspired on the procedure
from Australian Lithium Ion Battery Test Centre, (64) a sinusoidal temperature profile between
15ºC and 25ºC is implemented for temperature evolution during a day. That is implemented
directly through Figure 1, as explained in Section 3.5.

3.1.2.

PD control for FCR.

The nature of FCR requires a control mechanism for
the battery operation that ensures a proportional
response to frequency deviation. The activation of the
power throughput of the battery is therefore the total
of the capacity bided in the FCR market when the
deviation rises equal to or beyond 0,5 Hz in either
direction. There is also a dead band in the region
closest to 50 Hz (within ±0,05 deviation) where the
Figure 17: Power throughput of
battery remains idle. That is done as a market
FCR bids as a function of standard requirement, to avoid unnecessary

frequency deviation. Source: (93) compensation of gird dynamics that is natural of the
electric system which could potentially result in overdamping or overshooting the frequency.

Figure 18: PD control for FCR within the Simulink model
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SoC Computing.

Being a simulation, the chosen method for tracking the SoC of the battery was Coulomb
counting, given that the Capacity of the battery in Ah is independent from the voltage variations
and can easily be converted from the power activation that the participation in FCR requires.
SoC is computed through an integration block in Simulink, where the variation of the current is
taken into account and divided by the total capacity to obtain the SoC in percentage, as shown
in Figure 19.

Figure 19: SoC computing within the Simulink model.
3.1.4.

Charge/Discharge control.

In order to accurately simulate the physical capacity of the battery, so it stops operating when
it is full or empty, another block is added to the Simulink environment to stop the charging
process when the battery is full (SoC = 100%) and to stop discharging when the battery is
empty (SoC = 0%). At the same time, the power demand from the grid FCR requirements and
the current demand from the battery equivalent circuit must also be matched through the
battery voltage, which does not remain constant but changes with the SoC.

Figure 20: Charge / discharge control
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3.2. Parameter identification
The parameters of the lithium battery model described along this section are automatically
tuned with Simulink parameter estimation tool within the design optimization package. (65)
This is done so the model matches any particular battery based on measuring data, with high
fidelity and for any given set of working conditions. This process is carried out in four steps:
•

Import measured data and pre-process the estimation data.

•

Identify parameters and set valid ranges

•

Perform estimation

•

Validate estimation

The tool comes with an example to parametrize a SANYO UR18650W battery and can be
adapted to any data of current and voltage for any lithium-ion battery. (66). The outcome is the
parametrization of the lithium-ion equivalent circuit (OCV, R0, R1, R2, Tau1, Tau2) as a
function of SoC, as shown in Figure 22. As seen in Figure 21, the simulated result of the
example battery adapts to experimental data with a good level of accuracy.

Figure 21: Evolution of the simulation before (left) and after (right) parametrization.
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Figure 22: Parameters of a battery as a function of SoH before (left) and after running
the parametrization tool for the example data. (66)
Such information is brought to the equivalent circuit model shown in Figure 15 through lookup
tables, as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23: lookup tables for parametrization of the model

3.3. Data acquisition
For the implementation of the simulation, two sets of data are needed: battery cycling data,
and grid frequency data.
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Battery cycling data.

For the battery cycling data, an extensive dataset from NASA Ames Research Center is used.
(67). This data includes:
“A set of four Li-ion batteries (# 5, 6, 7 and 18) were run through 3 different operational profiles
(charge, discharge and impedance) at room temperature. Charging was carried out in a
constant current (CC) mode at 1.5A until the battery voltage reached 4.2V and then continued
in a constant voltage (CV) mode until the charge current dropped to 20mA. Discharge was
carried out at a constant current (CC) level of 2A until the battery voltage fell to 2.7V, 2.5V,
2.2V and 2.5V for batteries 5 6 7 and 18 respectively. Impedance measurement was carried
out through an electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) frequency sweep from 0.1Hz
to 5kHz. Repeated charge and discharge cycles result in accelerated aging of the batteries
while impedance measurements provide insight into the internal battery parameters that
change as aging progresses. The experiments were stopped when the batteries reached endof-life (EOL) criteria, which was a 30% fade in rated capacity (from 2Ahr to 1.4Ahr). This
dataset can be used for the prediction of both remaining charge (for a given discharge cycle)
and remaining useful life (RUL).” (67)
The batteries correspond to commercial models at the time, but the specific model is not
disclosed. However, the data of the tests characterizes the battery well. The data presents the
following structure:
“Cycle: top level structure array containing the charge, discharge and impedance operations
type: operation type, can be charge, discharge or impedance
ambient_temperature: ambient temperature (degree C)
time: the date and time of the start of the cycle, in MATLAB date vector format
data: data structure containing the measurements
for charge the fields are:
Voltage_measured:

Battery terminal voltage (Volts)

Current_measured:

Battery output current (Amps)

Temperature_measured:

Battery temperature (degree C)

Current_charge:

Current measured at charger (Amps)

Voltage_charge:

Voltage measured at charger (Volts)
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Time vector for the cycle (secs)

for discharge the fields are:

3.3.2.

Voltage_measured:

Battery terminal voltage (Volts)

Current_measured:

Battery output current (Amps)

Temperature_measured:

Battery temperature (degree C)

Current_charge:

Current measured at load (Amps)

Voltage_charge:

Voltage measured at load (Volts)

Time:

Time vector for the cycle (secs)

Capacity:

Battery capacity (Ahr) for discharge till 2.7V” (67)

Grid frequency data.

For the frequency data, the UK grid is chosen due to the easy availability of grid frequency
data with 1 second resolution. Data is taken from National Gird ESO. (68)
The format of the data includes a DTM (Date/Time/Period) with 1 second resolution, and a
corresponding frequency measurements in Hz, as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: example of the grid frequency data format.

3.4. Cycle counting
In order to assess the degradation of the battery during FCR operation, first it is necessary to
assess the amount of “baseline cycles” or “warranty cycles” performed. These are normally
the cycles that the manufacturer claims that a certain battery model can perform under
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standard operational conditions. (27) For example, as shown in Figure 25, Pylontech claims
their US3000B battery can handle 6000 cycles at 25ºC and an 80% DoD. So indeed for a 50%
DoD, the amount of baseline cycles increases, and for 90% DoD it decreases. Same goes for
extreme temperatures, which can significantly damage the battery thus decreasing the
expected lifetime cycles.

Figure 25: Datasheet of Pylontech US3000B battery. Source: Pylontech
In applications like solar-self consumption, it is easy to assess the amount of cycles performed
by a battery. But for primary frequency control it is not as straight forward to count the amount
of cycles performed by a battery in a given amount of time, as shown in Figure 26, and even
harder to turn a given amount of random cycles into “warranty cycles”.

Figure 26: Evolution of the SoC of battery #5 performing PFR over a day.
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The solution for this issue is the Rainflow counting algorithm, which is a well-known tool used
in fatigue analysis and can be applied to battery cycling as explained in Section 1.4.3.
The “rainflow” was named from a comparison of this method to the flow of rain falling on a
pagoda and running down the edges of the roof. The Rainflow cycle counting algorithm is
summarized as follows:
1. Rotate the loading history 90° such that the time axis is vertically downwards, and the
load time history resembles a pagoda roof.
2. Imagine a flow of rain starting at each successive extremum point.
3. Define a loading reversal (half-cycle) by allowing each rainflow to continue to drip down
these roofs until:
a) It falls opposite a larger maximum (or smaller minimum) point.
b) It meets a previous flow falling from above.
c) It falls below the roof.
4. Identify each hysteresis cycle by pairing up the same counted reversals.

Figure 27: Illustration of a Rainflow cycle counting algorithm. Source: (69)
An algorithm that counts cycles for battery operation (23) returns the amount of cycles that
happened under a specific DoD and average SoC. An example of the result of the algorithm
is shown in Figure 28, where the SoC profile is broken down into several cycles with certain
DoD and average SoC characteristics. As observed from Figure 1, the most relevant cycles
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for the degradation of the battery are the ones with more than 2% DoD.

Figure 28: Result of the rainflow counting algorithm over the SoC profile of Figure 26.

3.5. Degradation model
The degradation of the battery is assessed based on Figure 1, where the battery is considered
to have a useful life of a fixed amount of cycles under standard conditions: each of these cycles
corresponds to one “baseline cycle”. Therefore, any given cycle identified by the rainflow
algorithm must be linked to the operating conditions: temperature, c-rate, DoD and average
SoC. The DoD and average SoC are direct outputs in the rainflow matrix. The other two
parameters are calculated as follows:
•

C-rate: since the rainflow algorithm breaks down the SoC profile into specific cycles,
each cycle described in the output is by definition a cycle that charges and discharges
at constant rate for the specific timespan of such cycle. The data outcome of the
rainflow matrix from Figure 28 is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Part of the data output of the rainflow cycle counting algorithm.
Knowing the DoD of a given cycle, and the capacity of the battery, the charge that has
entered and left the battery is immediately known, given:
&ℎ3(:) = L2L × &3,3.-+5 ["7]

[1]
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And therefore, taking into account that the charge throughput goes in and out of the
battery for each cycle:
&'(()*+ =
•

2 × &ℎ3(:)
["]
+! − +"#$

[2]

Temperature: as explained in section 3.1.1, the profile for the temperature during any
given operational day is shown in Figure 30. The temperature corresponding to each
cycle is taken as the temperature corresponding to the middle point between t_0 and
t_end of said cycle.

Therefore, each cycle identified by the rainflow algorithm in any given SoC profile carries
information about the temperature, current, DoD and average SoC that the battery
experienced during that cycle, and therefore it can be compared to a baseline cycle as shown
in Figure 1. For this model, the baseline cycle is chosen at 20ºC, 1C, 100% DoD and 50%
average SoC.

Figure 30: Temperature profile implemented for every day evaluated
Then, the equations shown in Figure 1 are implemented to assess the correction factor of each
variable, based on the original source of the figure:
'!!!

!"% =

) &()*+,
'!!!

) & *-,

6"% = 0,09 × 6 * + 0,008 × 6 + 0,8
L2L"% =

[3]

log.! L2L
2

V2&"% = 0,2 × V2& + 0,9

[4]
[5]

[6]
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Then, all the cycles for the period evaluated are multiplied by each of the individual correction
factors, and the summed together, giving as a result que amount of “warranty cycles” or
“baseline cycles” that is equivalent to the battery degradation during the period studied. For
that matter, periods of 1 day will be studied in the following section.

3.6. Results
First the battery #5 from the NASA dataset described in section 3.3 is parametrized giving the
results shown in Figure 31, which are then implemented into the lookup tables of the Simulink
model.

Figure 31: lookup tables implemented into the Simulink model
The UK grid frequency data from November 2019 is loaded, and November 2nd is chosen for
the simulation of a day, giving the result shown in Figure 26 and Figure 28. When analysing
the behaviour of the internal circuit, several insights are taken.
First, the grid frequency data for that day is studied, showing the data loaded correctly in Figure
32. The success of the primary frequency response control is shown when comparing Figure
32 and Figure 33, knowing that the battery under study has around 6 watts of power it can be
seen how the battery acts proportionally to the grid frequency deviation from 50 ± 0,5 Hz, with
a deadband of ± 0,05 Hz where the battery rests as explained in section 3.1.2.
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Figure 32: Grid frequency of the UK grid on November 2nd 2019

W

seconds

Figure 33: Output power of the battery performing FCR duties for the UK grid on
November 2nd 2019
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When analysing the voltage drops across the different RC branches and the internal
resistance, it can be observed that the values fall within the range of 1-2% of the battery
voltage, which taking into account that this data corresponds to the moment when the battery
is new, it is an acceptable amount.
It is important to remark that this study does not take into account the changes in battery
capacity with temperature, nor the Peukert effect.

Figure 34: voltage drop of the different elements of the second order RC equivalent
circuit.
Also the evolution of the battery voltage with respect to the open circuit voltage behaves as
expected, showing the effect of the time constant of the capacitors as seen in Figure 35, which
also follows a similar profile as the SoC from Figure 26, proving that the relation of SoC and
OCV works as expected.
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Figure 35: battery voltage versus OCV
With the model tuned and reflecting the real performance of the battery, it is possible to study
the degradation of the battery while performing FCR duties for that day. With the result from
the rainflow matrix shown in Figure 27, and evaluating the degradation with respect to the
baseline cycle as shown with equations 3 to 6, the result is that the battery has spent 1,96
equivalent cycles during its primary frequency response operation.
The analysis is extended until November 30th in order to give a statistically relevant result. Each
day is evaluated separately in terms of cycle counting, but with the initial SoC corresponding
to the final SoC of the previous day, and starting at SoC = 50% on November 2nd. For that
period, the average daily equivalent cycles spent in FCR is 1,86, with a maximum of 2,94
cycles on November 7th and a minimum 1,14 cycles of on November 19th .
When analysing relevant events during the period studied the continuity of the FCR service is
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one of the key aspects, given that if the battery becomes full or empty it cannot provide the
service in one of the directions of the frequency deviation. Such event is observed on
November 11th, where the battery reaches 100% SoC as shown in Figure 36. A situation where
SoC reaches 0% is observed briefly on November 19th as well, shown in Figure 37. Both
Figures also prove that the rainflow counting algorithm is able to deal with such events. Other
than those two events, the battery provides FCR service uninterruptedly from November 2nd to
November 30th, that is 29 days of continuous operation, with <1% of the time where the battery
was unable to provide this service. This result proves the reliability of batteries working
on this regime.

Figure 36: analysis of November 11th

Figure 37: analysis of November 19th
The runtime spent for the analysis of 29 days is 14 minutes, which is an acceptable value.
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4. Environmental analysis
The environmental analysis focuses on a comparison between batteries and other likely
sources of FCR such as gas power plants. The situation is that in order to achieve a high
penetration of Variable Renewable Energy Sources without compromising the grid stability,
there must be an increasing amount of FCR capacity in reserve, which can be covered through
either spinning reserve coming from conventional power plants, or through virtual inertia
coming from batteries or other forms of demand response.
First, the environmental impacts of batteries is assessed, with a qualitative analysis of the
impact of the raw material extraction as well as a quantitative impact of GreenHouse Gas
(GHG) emissions during their useful life (Life Cycle Assessment, or LCA). Finally, the GHG
emissions are compared with other sources of FCR.

4.1. Key materials for battery manufacture
Some of the raw materials needed for the battery cells in first life batteries are or can potentially
become problematic in terms of availability, environmental and social impact. (70) The
expected growth rates for the EV industry can aggravate these impacts in some cases. (71)
•

Lithium: accounting for around 5% of the battery cell composition, the 40 million tons
present in lithium reserves around the world are expected to last over 100 years even
taking into account the rapid increase in EV demand. Therefore, lithium is not yet
considered a critical raw material by the EU, but it carries geopolitical complexityas56%
of the reserves are the brines of the “salars” in the so called ABC triangle, between
Argentina, Bolivia and Chile. The region is currently going through a deep political crisis
and the increasing exploitation of lithium is one of the factors that affect it. Moreover,
the extraction of the lithium present in the brines of the ABC triangle carries a significant
water consumption, and the area suffers of recurrent water shortages. The wastewater
resulting from the extraction process has a high lithium concentration, and lithium
affects metabolism, neuronal communication, and cell proliferation in many living
organisms including humans (72) Lithium was added to the EU critical raw material list
on September 3rd 2020, which reflects the growing importance of this material.

•

Nickel: despite representing at least 8% of the composition of the battery cells, nickel
is abundant all over the world and it is not a critical material for batteries. Its main
purpose as a mineral is in the stainless-steel industry with almost 75% of the
consumption, and even with the increasing demand for batteries the weight of such
industry would not be shifted. (73) (74)
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•

Copper: copper is the second-best electrical conductor after silver, and therefore its
importance in an electrifying future is increasing. That is also why it is typically used in
batteries, as part of the electrical wire harness. Almost every region in the world has
copper reserves and therefore it is not a critical material in the EU, but it is widely used
in almost every electrical installation and is rather valuable. The current reserves of
copper are expected to last around 50 years, but it is a highly recyclable through
hydrometallurgical processes. (75) (74)

•

Cobalt: it is included in the list of EU Critical Raw Materials due to its scarcity and its
unreliable sources. Cobalt is the main concern for battery manufacturers nowadays. It
represents up to8% of the composition of NMC battery cells. Cobalt total reserves
worldwide are 7 million tons, of which around 70% are in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, which is subjected to few regulations. Taking into account the expected
increase in the demand of lithium-ion batteries, the cobalt reserves would last less than
50 years. Moreover, the tropical climate of the region, with abundant rainfall, makes it
impossible to prevent the infiltrations from the metal mines into the water streams. Due
to these problematics, the lithium-ion battery industry is moving towards technologies
that do not include cobalt. (76) (74)

Overall, the raw materials extracted are not directly battery-grade materials and require some
refining in order to produce the battery cells. In the case of Lithium, 50% of the refining capacity
worldwide is in China, a country that also holds 80% of the Cobalt refining capacity.
Regarding the reutilization of the raw materials, all batteries should go through some recycling
process given that theyare dangerous goods by law. There are two main recycling
technologies: pyrometallurgical, which melts the metals inside the battery, and
hydrometallurgical, which chemically dissolves the components of the batteries. Almost all
processes aim to recover copper, nickel and cobalt, while lithium and aluminum are usually
also included. However, it is not possible to recover 100% of the materials used to initially build
the battery cells, and the resulting raw materials cannot compete in price with mined ones
which results on recycling processes being necessarily subsidized. (77)

4.2. Greenhouse Gas emissions derived from batteries
The approximate emissions derived from BMS & Electronics range from 15,4 to 43,8 kgCO2eq/kWh, while those coming from the battery assembly process are 1,7 to 4,9 kgCO2-eq/kWh.
The proportions of each of the cell’s chemical components, with 9% for the positive electrode
paste, 2% the negative current collector 1% the positive current collector and 3,5% the positive
current collector, and a highest value of 75,5 kgCO2-eq/kWh. (78) A lower bound value of 66,5
kg CO2-eq/kWhis considered, with Cell Manufacture process contributing 20,3 kg CO2eq/kWh, Packaging with 11,7 kg CO2-eq/kWh and Other components in the modules with 3,7
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kg CO2-eq/kWh. (79) Overall, the production processes for batteries account for 118,6kg CO2eq/kWh, but this number does not include transportation nor recycling. In the case of
packaging, aluminum is considered as the main material, and different materials such as
reinforced polyester do not differ significantly from this value. (80)
Recycling values add 15 kg CO2-eq/kWh in terms of recycling. (81) This takes into account
the current mix of recycling technologies in Europe, which is expected to improve rapidlyin the
coming years.
Data for transportation emissions is 317 kg CO2 for an average transportation trip, which
happens 4 times along the supply chain but in different scales. (27) For the two large scale
trips, it is assumed that materials equivalent to 3000 kWh are transported per trip, resulting in
0,1 kgCO2-eq/kWh/trip. There are two more trips once the battery is manufactured, whichare
assumed to carry around 300kWh of batteries each trip, significantly less due to regulation,
therefore adding around 1kgCO2-eq/kWh each trip. In sum, all 4 trips result on 2,2 kgCO2eq/kWh.
Finally, the emissions derived from the losses during the operation of the battery are taken into
account. The Spanish Grid Operator, REE informs (82) that the derived emissions from 2018
are 39 tCO2-eq direct and 1.117 tCO2-eq indirect, while 268.808 GWh were consumed also
according to another report from REE. (83) Therefore,around 4 gCO2-eq/kWh are derived
from electricity consumption, and taking into account the 4.000 cycles until the battery EoL is
reached (assuming a 90% roundtrip efficiency (64)), an additional 3,8 kgCO2-eq/kWh are
added compared to an scenario of consumption without batteries.
Overall, lithium-ion batteries are considered to release between 140 and 186 kgCO2-eq/kWh
of capacity. That means for a battery with a lifetime of 6000 cycles, the emissions are between
23 and 31 kgCO2-eq/cycle/MW of capacity at a C-rate of 1. Regarding the energy
throughput, each kWh of capacity generates roughly 5500 kWh (taking into account the cycle
lifetime and the efficiency) which situates the emissions between 25,5 and 33,8 gCO2-eq/kWh
of energy.

4.3. Discussion
Given the quantitative result for the GHG emissions derived from batteries, and with the result
of the battery degradation study performed along this project, it is possible to assess the
environmental feasibility of batteries as a source of FCR by comparing the result to the
alternatives.
The biggest sources for primary frequency response are gas power plants, which have an
useful life of 22 years (84) and emit 490 gCO2-eq/kWh. (85) (86) Given the nature of gas
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power plants, in order to provide primary frequency response they must be generating energy
at their nominal power capacity, and vary their power output through a speed governor in order
to mitigate frequency deviations, that is, when frequency drops the power plants increase the
power output to try to increase the spinning speed of the turbine, and vice versa. Therefore,
the provision of capacity reserved for FCR is roughly 10% of the rated capacity of the gas
power plant. For example, a power plant that bids 10 MW for 1 hour at the day ahead market,
could offer 1 MW for FCR market, which would result in the power plant generating between 9
and 11 MW; yet given the nature of the deviations in grid frequency, the power output of the
power plant would be on average 10MW, resulting in an average of 0MWh consumed
specifically for FCR. Therefore, it is complex to assess the environmental impact of this
technology.
For that matter, the emissions derived from gas power plants participating in the FCR market
must be estimated based on the fact that they must offer their capacity in the day-ahead market
to do so, thus emitting for the generated energy. With a conservative assumption of 50%
variation of the generation capacity for FCR (which would bring the power plant far from the
nominal capacity, resulting in inefficient performance), for every MW of FCR capacity 2 MWh
must be generated and offered to the day-ahead market by the gas power plant on average,
which result on 980 kgCO2-eq/MW/h of FCR capacity.
Then, the premise is that batteries can eliminate the need for a spinning reserve for FCR
through synthetic inertia, thus resulting on a separation between 2MWh on the day ahead
market, which can be provided by wind or solar energy sources, and the need for primary
frequency response, resulting on an independent 1MW bid of the batteries in the FCR market.
Therefore, each MW of batteries participating in FCR market generates CO2 savings through
allowing gas power plants to be replaced by renewable energies.
Taking the highest boundary conditions for emissions during the life cycle of a lithium-ion
battery, they result on 31 kgCO2-eq/cycle/MW, as presented in the previous section. Given
the result obtained for the degradation of batteries performing FCR duties, 2 “baseline cycles”
per day are spent, which for a 6000 cycles lifespan results on 8,2 years. That means that for
a battery to provide FCR during a day, 62 kgCO2-eq/MW/day are emitted, or 2,6 kgCO2eq/MW/h of FCR capacity.
However, when comparing to gas power plants, which have a lifespan of 22 years, 2,7 batteries
are needed to cover FCR needs for such amount of time. Also, the capacity fade during the
lifetime of the battery is significant, and on average during its lifetime a battery only provides
80% of its nominal power capacity. Taking this into account, in order to provide FCR
batteries emit 8,8 kgCO2-eq/MW/h which is two orders of magnitude below the impact
of gas power plants with 980 kgCO2-eq/MW/h, even with the conservative assumptions
take into account.
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Rounding to 1 ton of CO2-eq/MW/h, the savings derived from the use of each Megawatt of a
lithium-ion battery that replaces gas power plants in FCR is 71.000 tons of CO2-eq during its
lifetime. Roughly the lifetime emissions of 3.000 family cars during their lifecycle. (87)
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5. Economic analysis
There is a wide range for commercial lithium-ion battery prices, as well as a heavy variation of
the prices on FCR markets depending on the country. Moreover, the operational cost derives
from the degradation of the batteries and is expected to change as battery prices decrease,
and the FCR market prices are expected to vary as well given the viability of demand response
options for flexibility services. Therefore, the economic analysis is performed with the range
between the high and low boundaries for each of the variables. The concept is shown in Figure
38, where batteries are non-viable when the cost of degradation for the operation on FCR is
higher than the income received from the market, which is the scenario given a few years ago.
Currently, there are known cases of viable batteries performing primary frequency response,
given the price of the battery is sufficiently low (normally linked to scale) and operates in
markets with high prices; that is the area of market-based viability, where batteries make
economic sense given the right conditions, but not always. A future hypothetical scenario,
where batteries have guaranteed viability regardless of the market given very low battery
prices is presented, and the aim of this section is to identify whether such situation will happen
within the following 10 years.
€/day
NO

MARKET-BASED

GUARANTEED

VIABILITY

VIABILITY

VIABILITY
FCR Price High
FCR Price Low
Battery Price Low
Battery Price High

time

Figure 38: illustration of the range analysis proposed
FCR prices in 2020 have averages between 5 and 15 €/MW/h in European markets. (88) With
a bid success ratio of 2/3, the active time would be 16h/day, leading to a retribution of 80 to
240 €/MW/day.
Trend in advanced markets (UK, USA) has shown that once batteries enter the markets, prices
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drop. That is beginning to happen in several markets. Therefore prices in 2030 are expected
to be between 4 and 10 €/MW/h on average, or 64 to 160 €/MW/day. (89) (90)
Behind the meter batteries currently cost between 500 and 800 €/kW, and last between 5000
and 8000 cycles. Therefore, each cycle is situated between 65,5 €/MW/cycle and 160
€/MW/cycle. With 4% yearly decrease on battery prices, (52) and improvement in technology
will lead to battery lasting 6000 to 10000 cycles, therefore the prices would be between 33
€/MW/cycle and 89 €/MW/cycle. Given the result of the analysis explained in previous sections
of this document, the degradation of batteries performing FCR duties is equivalent to around
2 baseline cycles/day, which brings the operational costs linked to degradation for batteries
operating in the FCR market to 66 to 177 €/MW/cycle. The evolution of the trend is shown
graphically in Figure 39.

Figure 39: range analysis for FCR prices vs operational costs for battery participation
The result situates lithium-ion batteries in the market-based viability region for the whole
decade. Given that future market price predictions come from consolidated sources, a
sensitivity analysis is performed over the result of this project by studying what are the daily
equivalent cycles to be spent to change the outcome of the results presented in Figure 39.
Therefore, in order to situate batteries in guaranteed viability region, the daily cycles spent on
FCR would have to drop below 0.7, and for a situation where there is no viability for batteries
in any FCR market the daily cycles spent on FCR would have to rise above 5. Such extreme
situations are not realistic, which strengthens the conclusion of the economic analysis shown
in Figure 39.
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5.1. Discussion
The result of the analysis has the clear conclusion that the viability of batteries performing FCR
duties will not be generalized before 2030, but there will be more and more cases where
batteries have positive business cases in the following years. Therefore, there will be a marketbased viability of batteries on FCR markets for the following decade.
It is also observed that the decrease of the battery cost in the lowest-boundary is expected to
happen at a similar pace as the decrease of the price in the markets with highest FCR prices,
but the cost of the most expensive batteries will decrease faster, which will result in more
commercial batteries that are viable in the FCR markets with the highest prices. The markets
with low FCR prices will not decrease the price excessively in comparison, maintaining the low
margin for the FCR prices somewhat stable. That results in the lowest battery prices to almost
have a positive business case even in the markets with the lowest FCR prices. That will result
on a commercial battery that is viable for any given FCR market shortly after 2030.
The trend beyond 2030 has high uncertainty and any prediction would not be accurate, given
the rapid pace at which battery technology improves and the changes in flexibility markets
around the world. However, it is not expected that the situation where there is a guaranteed
viability for batteries on FCR will ever happen. That is due to the wide variety of lithium-ion
batteries that are being developed, some with very high performance for specific applications
(high power or low self-discharge needs) that carry and intrinsic high cost. However, the
situation where there are a few commercial battery models that will be feasible in any FCR
market regardless of the conditions is likely to happen shortly after 2030.
Finally, it is expected that the markets with high FCR prices continue a steady decrease with
a similar slope even beyond 2030, as low-cost technologies keep entering these markets.
Therefore, the crossing of the high-boundary battery cost with the highest FCR market prices
is unlikely, meaning there will be no FCR market where any commercial lithium-ion battery is
known to be feasible without a specific economic study.
It is also significant to take into account the economic impact of the CO2 savings presented
during the previous section 5. According to the International Renewable Energy Agency,
“Based on a thorough review of the different models, this document produces a range of USD
11.6-54.7/t CO2 rising to USD 16.8-80/t CO2 in 2030.11It should be noted that these costs
from CO2are additional to costs from local pollutants.” (91) Given that 1 MW of batteries
performing FCR duties save roughly 1 tCO2/h, the benefits from reducing the externalities
linked to CO2 emissions ranges from being equal to the actual FCR price in the markets with
the highest prices, to being 3 times higher than the FCR market price in the markets with the
lowest prices.
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6. Project management
This project is carried out by Ivan Mayordomo as his Master Thesis, in collaboration with UPC
on the academic side and Starke Energy on the commercial side. It lasted for 39 weeks due
to difficulties derived from the COVID-19 pandemic.
The cost associated with the work corresponds to 780 hours of junior engineering at a rate of
15€/hour, resulting on 11.700€. To that, software license must be added, for which MATLAB
accounts for 800€, Simulink 1.200€, Simscape 800€ and other Mathworks products 2000€.
Also, the amortization of a 2017 MacBook air provided by Starke Energy which adds another
150€. The total cost is therefore 16.650€.
Hereby, a Gantt diagram of the project:
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7. Conclusions
To finalize the project, a discussion is presented highlighting the main findings derived from
the results of the analysis, as well as presenting further work directions that should be carried
in the future.

7.1. Discussion
First of all, this report serves as an accurate and up to date overview of the lithium-ion battery
technology and markets, with the Literature review and Background sections summarizing a
well-known fact: batteries are a disruptive technology that is expected to have an increasing
market due to the rapid drop in prices. However, their limitations are also presented, especially
in terms of capacity fade, and some of the applications where batteries could excel must be
properly analysed: that is the case of primary frequency response duties, and what motivates
this project in the first place.
Regarding the resulting battery model, it successfully evaluates the amount of equivalent
cycles spent during FCR operation, with a second order RC equivalent model that is generally
accepted as accurate for lithium-ion batteries. The model can be adapted to virtually any
battery by adjusting the circuit parameters, for which a specific tool is also presented.
Regarding the amount of “warranty cycles” spent by the battery in FCR duties, the result is
around 2 cycles for every 24 hours of operation. That would situate a battery with a 6.000 cycle
warranty at an 8 year lifetime, after which it is important to remark that the battery doesn’t
necessarily stop operating, but rather its capacity falls below 60% of the rated capacity, and
therefore the battery reaches the EoL. However, it could still operate with a reduced capacity.
This result situates batteries as a commercially viable option for certain FCR markets, given
that the prices of the FCR capacity is sufficiently high in a specific region, but the viability is not
generalized an requires specific battery models in specific markets.
Finally, the most surprising result of this project falls into the environmental analysis field, which
evaluated the impact of batteries entering the FCR market and replacing gas power plants,
which are a generalized option for this service. The outcome is that almost 1 ton of CO2
equivalent emissions are saved for each hour that a Megawatt of batteries enters the FCR
market and replaces one Megawatt of gas-based primary frequency response capacity.
All in all, beyond the results being considered satisfactory and accurate, they are also useful
and provide several indicators that are currently lacking in literature.
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7.2. Further work
Further work proposed after this project includes improving the accuracy of the battery
degradation study, specifically in terms of including the Peukert effect and the impact of
temperature on the battery capacity, which for the model presented in this work is just a static
value that only varies based on battery degradation.
Also, it would be interesting to repeat the analysis with data from the frequency of other grids
around the world, such as the Continental Europe grid.
Calendar degradation is disregarded from the study as well, given that the scenario includes
batteries operating 24h/day. However, it might still have a significant impact and including it
would improve the accuracy of the model.
These lines of further work presented are bounded to be carried out by Starke Energy in the
future.
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